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SUMMARY 
Geophysical inversion should ideally produce geologically realistic subsurface 
models that explain the available data. Multiple-point statistics is a geostatistical 
approach to construct subsurface models that are consistent with site-specific data, but 
also display the same type of patterns as those found in a training image. The training 
image can be seen as a conceptual model of the subsurface, and is used as a non-
parametric model of spatial variability. Inversion based on multiple-point statistics is 
challenging due to high non-linearity and time-consuming geostatistical resimulation 
steps that are needed to create new model proposals. We propose an entirely new 
model proposal mechanism for geophysical inversion that is inspired by texture 
synthesis in computer vision. Instead of resimulating pixels based on higher-order 
patterns in the training image, we identify a suitable patch of the training image that 
replace a corresponding patch in the current model without breaking the patterns 
found in the training image, that is, remaining consistent with the given prior. We 
consider three cross-hole ground-penetrating radar examples, in which the new model 
proposal mechanism is employed within an extended Metropolis Markov chain Monte 
Carlo (MCMC) inversion. The model proposal step is about 40 times faster than state-
of-the-art multiple-point statistics resimulation techniques, the number of necessary 
MCMC steps is lower and the quality of the final model realizations are of similar 
quality. The model proposal mechanism is presently limited to two-dimensional 
fields, but the method is general and can be applied to a wide range of subsurface 
settings and geophysical data types. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Geophysical inversion can produce subsurface models that are consistent with 
available geophysical data and any additional information and constraints. In a 
deterministic framework, constraints are often synonymous with explicit 
regularization terms that, for instance, penalize deviations from a reference model [i.e. 
damping, Marquardt, 1963], a smooth model [Constable et al., 1987] or a multi-
Gaussian geostatistical model [e.g., Maurer et al., 1998]. Regularization operators are 
known to have a strong impact on the resulting subsurface models [e.g., Ellis and 
Oldenburg, 1994]. Probabilistic Bayesian inversion replaces the regularization 
constraints by a prior probability density function (pdf) that describes all information 
that is available other than the geophysical data to be inverted. The probabilistic 
approach explicitly searches for multiple model realizations that agree with the data 
and available prior information. Probabilistic inversion is often performed using 
global methods, such as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods which aim at 
sampling a posterior pdf by combining the data likelihood (how likely it is that a 
proposed model gave rise to the observed data) and the prior pdf. In these methods, 
there is no need to assume a linear or quasi-linear relation between the data and the 
model parameters, neither must the posterior pdf or the data likelihood be continuous 
and it might exhibit multiple maxima. If properly constructed, the retrieved samples 
from the MCMC chain quantify the state of knowledge about the subsurface [e.g., 
Sambridge and Mosegaard, 2002; Tarantola, 2005]. 
An important and largely outstanding question is how to define and formulate a 
prior pdf that accounts for the expected spatial variability. Classically, an explicit 
statistical model (e.g., a multi-Gaussian model) is assigned that describes the expected 
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mean value, as well as model parameter variations and their spatial correlations. 
However, for many geological situations, it can be difficult to formulate this pdf such 
that it produces model realizations that can be considered realistic, or at least 
acceptable, by a geologist [Zinn and Harvey, 2003]. Since 20 years, multiple-point 
statistics (MPS) offers means to produce geologically plausible subsurface 
realizations [e.g., Guardiano and Srivastava, 1993; Strebelle, 2002; Hu and 
Chugonova,  2008; Mariethoz and Caers, 2014]. The underlying idea is to replace the 
mathematically tractable statistical model with a sampling procedure that draws 
higher-order patterns using a so-called training image [Emery and Lantuéjoul, 2014]. 
In the field of earth sciences, training images are 2-D or 3-D representations that 
describe the expected spatial continuity and properties of geological structures [Caers 
and Zhang, 2004]. For example, process-based simulations, expert knowledge, 
outcrops or even geological sketches can serve as basis for obtaining training images 
[Strebelle, 2002]. The concept is general and multiple-point statistics has been used in 
many different disciplines, such as, for example, seismic inversion [Gonzales et al., 
2008], hydrogeology [Kessler et al., 2013], mining [Rezaee et al., 2014], porous 
media reconstruction [Tahmasebi and Sahimi, 2013], remote sensing [Ge and Bai, 
2011; Jha et al., 2013], soil science [Meerschman et al., 2013], geomorphology [Pirot 
et al., 2014; Vannametee et al., 2014]  and medical imaging [Pham, 2012]. 
Different multiple-point statistics methods have been developed to produce 
model realizations that feature the same patterns as those found in the training image 
[Arpat and Caers, 2007; Hu and Chugunova, 2008; Strebelle, 2002; Zhang et al., 
2006]. In these methods, the individual nodes of the model realisations are simulated 
sequentially, by accounting for local neighbourhood relationships that are present in 
the training image. At the same time, several inversion techniques specifically 
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designed for being applied in the context of training images have emerged [Caers, 
2007; Khaninezhad et al., 2012; Khodabakhshi and Jafarpour, 2013; Li et al., 2013; 
Zhou et al., 2012]. In the context of using MCMC with training image based models, 
it is possible to perturb a given model realization by resimulating only a fraction of 
the model domain [Fu and Gomez-Hernandez, 2009; Hansen et al., 2012; Mariethoz 
et al., 2010a].  
There are a growing number of geophysical studies that incorporate multiple-
point statistics concepts [e.g., Cordua et al., 2015; Cordua et al., 2012; Hansen et al., 
2012; Lange et al., 2012; Lochbühler et al., 2014; Lochbühler et al., 2015]. 
Probabilistic MCMC inversion with multiple-point statistics model proposals is 
promising, but is presently largely hindered by high computational costs. One of these 
computational bottlenecks is related to the construction of model proposals by time-
consuming multiple-point statistics resimulation. 
Advances in the field of computer vision have made image synthesis a 
standard procedure in graphic design. In a recent review, Mariethoz and Lefebvre 
[2014] outlined the similarity between synthesizing surface textures in animation 
movies and problems occurring in the field of geostatistical simulation. In this 
context, Mahmud et al. [2014] adapted a method known as image quilting [Efros and 
Freeman, 2001] to geostatistical applications and extended it from 2D to 3D. Image 
quilting is a very fast method to build stochastic realizations, but it is not appropriate 
to update an existing realization. Indeed, the patches are made up of squares or cubes 
and the cuts are performed sequentially along an unilateral path [Daly, 2004], which 
makes it difficult to update one patch without breaking the consistency within the 
entire realization.  
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We investigate herein the potential of using graph cuts based image synthesis 
[Boykov and Kolmogorov, 2004; Boykov et al., 2001] as a model proposal mechanism 
in probabilistic geophysical inversion. Similarly to the case of image quilting, the use 
of graph cuts is inspired by texture synthesis for graphic design applications [Kwatra 
et al., 2003]. Our objectives are to investigate (1) if graph cut algorithms can be 
adapted for geophysical inversion, (2) if model proposals based on graph cuts can 
significantly decrease computing times in training image based probabilistic 
inversion, and (3) if the quality of the resulting model realizations are comparable or 
even better than those obtained by state-of-the-art methods.  
 
2 METHODOLOGY 
2.1 The Bayesian formulation of the inverse problem 
In Bayesian theory, a vector of model parameters m is described in terms of a pdf. 
Bayes theorem is used to combine the prior information on these uncertain model 
parameters with the information gained from direct or indirect site-specific data. This 
combination of information is formalized by Bayes’ Theorem: 
σ m( ) = k ⋅L m( )ρ m( ),  (1) 
where ( )mρ  and ( )mσ  are the prior and the posterior pdfs, respectively, and k is a 
normalisation constant that can be ignored if the model parameterization is fixed. The 
likelihood function ( )mL  compares the predicted forward response with the measured 
data for a given description of data and modelling errors. The solution to equation (1) 
is generally not available in analytical form and it needs to be approximated by 
sampling from . ( )mσ
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Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods sample ( )mσ  by performing 
random walks through the model space [e.g., Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1995; 
Sambridge and Mosegaard, 2002; Tarantola, 2005]. Consider a given model 
realisation curm  from a M-dimensional model space 𝓜. The model realisation mcur 
can be perturbed by slightly changing the values of all or some of its parameters to 
create a model proposal mprop. A perturbation that leads from mcur to mprop is referred 
to as a proposal step and a succession of such steps can be seen as a walk (chain) 
through 𝓜. 
Each step in a MCMC random walk has two possible outcomes: (i) either a 
move is made and mprop becomes the new mcur, or (ii) no move is made and mcur 
remains mcur. In the Metropolis sampling algorithm a symmetric proposal distribution 
is used and a move is made with acceptance probability [Metropolis et al., 1953]: 
Pacc =min 1,
L mprop( )ρ mprop( )
L mcur( )ρ mcur( )
!
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efficient it is important to use a proposal distribution that ensures that mprop is 
somewhat close to mcur, for example, by only resimulating a fraction of the nodes in 
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 2.2 Training images as prior information 
Subsurface heterogeneity is traditionally quantified by variograms [Chilès and 
Delfiner, 1999; Goovaerts, 1997]. Unfortunately, the information contained in the 
variograms is often insufficient to describe complex geological systems [Journel and 
Zhang, 2006; Neuweiler et al., 2011; Western et al., 1998; Zinn and Harvey, 2003]. 
Multiple-point statistics tools simulate values of individual grid nodes based on 
multiple points in their neighbourhood, a so-called data event [Strebelle, 2002]. This 
implies that the model of spatial variability is gained from training images.  
In this work, we will compare the performance of a new model proposal 
mechanism that is based on graph cuts with the iterative spatial resampling (ISR) 
method that uses the direct sampling (DS) multiple-point statistics algorithm as its 
main building block [Mariethoz et al., 2010a; Mariethoz et al., 2010b]. To create a 
model perturbation, direct sampling scans the training image until it finds a similar 
neighbourhood. The value of the point to be simulated is then given by the value at 
the corresponding point in the training image. At each step in the MCMC chain, the 
iterative spatial resampling technique keeps a fixed percentage φ of the M parameter 
values in mcur as conditioning points to simulate a new realisation mprop with direct 
sampling. In other words, a fraction φ of the parameter values in mprop remains the 
same as mcur, while the remaining fraction (1- φ) is resimulated using direct sampling.  
2.3 A new model proposal mechanism based on graph cuts 
Texture synthesis techniques are used in graphic design to create new images such as 
texturized landscapes for animation movies or video games, based on samples called 
examplars or training images [e.g., Efros and Freeman, 2001; Lasram and Lefebvre, 
2012]. The newly generated images should feature similar textural properties as a 
training image and they need to be non-repetitive. A popular technique in graphic 
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design to create new images is to form a sort of collage by assembling irregular pieces 
of the training image [Kwatra et al., 2003]. The shapes of the pieces are adjusted to 
create transitions that are as seamless as possible, thereby limiting the creation of 
discontinuities in the simulated image. In this work, we propose to create model 
perturbations by replacing single patches in mcur with patches from the training image. 
Fig. 1(a) displays a training image (this image is in practice much larger) and an 
initial model mcur. A random section of the training image, mti, is chosen that has the 
same dimension as mcur. A model proposal mprop is then synthesized from mcur and 
mti. The red dashed line in Fig. 1(b) indicates the optimized cut that defines a patch 
mpatch of mti. This mpatch is pasted in mcur to create mprop.  
Panels 1-3 in the lower part of Fig. 1 show how such a cut is found: 
1) The difference image ticur mm −=δ  quantifies the discrepancy between mcur and 
mti. It is formed by taking the absolute difference of the pixel values (i.e., the 
values of the geophysical property under consideration) in mcur and mti.  
2) Two disconnected regions of high difference, s (blue) and t (green), of similar 
size, are randomly selected. 
3) The size and shape of the patch mpatch taken from mti is given by the trajectory 
(red dashed line) of a minimum cut [Boykov and Kolmogorov, 2004] that 
separates s and t. 
The next sections describe these steps in details. 
 
2.4 Principle of min-cut/max-flow algorithms 
A digital image can be described as a graph or network [ ]eG ,δ=  that consists 
of pixels or nodes δ∈δ  with fixed relative positions that are represented as 
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connectors (edges e∈e ) between nodes (the cut indicated by a red dashed line in Fig. 
1 is a cut along edges). Our focus is on unidirected graphs, where each pair of 
connected nodes δ j  and δk  has a single edge ejk = δ j,δk( ) = δk,δ j( )  [Boykov and 
Funka-Lea, 2006].  
In graph theory, a cut partitions a graph into two disjoint subsets. Subsets are 
disjoint when they do not share any elements (nodes or edges) [Ford and Fulkerson, 
1962]. The difference image δ in Fig. 1 is an example of such a graph. To explain the 
basic theory, we consider first a very simple graph G with four nodes δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4  and 
four edges e1,2, e1,3, e2,4, e3,4 (Fig. 2a). Fig. 2(e) shows one out of six possible 
partitions of graph G into two disjoint subsets S and T by a cut C going along edges 
e1,3 and e2,4. An efficient method to find a suitable cut is to consider the graph as a 
network of pipes with a corresponding flow through the graph [Boykov and 
Kolmogorov, 2004; Greig et al., 1989]. The process of finding a preferential cut is 
here described by considering graph G, in which each edge has been assigned a 
capacity: 3 and 1 ,2 ,2 4,34,23,12,1 ==== cccc . We assign the capacities of the 
edges/connectors as the sum of the difference values of the two pixels they connect 
(see inset in Fig. 1, panel 3). This formulation of capacity is not physically consistent 
with the capacity of two connected pipes, but it is widely used in the compiuter 
graphics community [Boykov and Kolmogorov, 2004] to ensure that the “flow” is high 
in regions of high difference values. The cost to cut an edge is equal to the capacity of 
the edge, which implies that the total cost of a cut is the sum of the capacities of the 
edges along its path. The problem of finding the best cut can then be formulated as an 
energy minimisation problem, where water flows through a network from a source to 
a sink region. The nodes of the source s = s1, s2, s3,...[ ]  and the sink t = t1, t2, t3,...[ ]
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regions are internally connected by edges/connectors of unlimited capacity. This is 
done to avoid cuts through the source or sink regions. 
For graph G, the source s = δ1[ ]  and sink t = δ2[ ]  regions consist each of only 
one node (see Fig. 2c). At maximum steady state flow from source to sink, the edges 
e1,3 and e2,4 are at their capacity limits ( 1 ,2 4,23,1 == cc ) as indicated by the red colour 
in Fig. 2(d). This implies that it is these two edges that control the maximum flow that 
can transit through the graph. Fig. 2(e) shows a cut along edges (red dotted line) that 
separates s and t by creating two disjoint subsets S (in blue) and T (in green). It has a 
cost ∑ =+=+== 3124,23,1 cccC cut  which is equal to the maximal steady state flow 
through the network. Such a cut is a minimum cut according to the min-cut/max-flow 
theorem by Ford and Fulkerson [1962]. This theorem might be understood intuitively 
by looking on Fig. 2(d). The edges highlighted in red are the bottlenecks of the flow 
system. A minimum cut follows these bottlenecks. To compute the minimum cut, we 
rely on Boykov and Kolmogorov [2004] that developed an optimised open-source 
min-cut/max-flow algorithm that compares favourably against alternative methods. 
 
2.5 Cutting a patch from the training image 
To create a model proposal, we determine an appropriate patch by separating the 
graph δ = mcur −mti  into two independent subsets using the principles introduced in 
section 2.4. Our implementation can be summarized as follows: 
 
(i) Randomly choose a part mti of the training image that has the same shape and 
size as mcur. 
(ii) Form the difference image δ = mcur −mti . 
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(iii)  Create an outer frame of one pixel thickness around δ with node values of 
( )δmin  (indicated as a dark grey frame in panel 1 in Fig. 1). 
(iv) Create a second outer frame of one pixel thickness around δ with high node 
values (e.g., 10 times max δ( ) ) (indicated as a white frame surrounding the 
dotted region in panel 1 in Fig. 1). 
(v) Find connected components (i.e., subsets of the graph) of node values 
δ ≥mean δ( )  by a connected component analysis [Haralick and Shapiro, 1992; 
Renard and Allard, 2013]. 
(vi) If the number of connected components is less than two, then assign the patch 
mpatch= mti and go to step (xi), else: 
(vii) Compute the capacities connecting any two neighbouring pixels δ j  and δk  as 
the sum of their node values ci δ j,δk( ) = δ j +δk  (see Fig. 1).Randomly select a 
connected component with an area of at least p pixels (10 was used in this 
work) and define it as terminal s. Among the remaning connected components, 
find the one with the most similar area as s and assign it as t. 
(viii) Find the min-cut that separates s and t [Boykov and Kolmogorov, 2004] into two 
disjoint subsets. 
(ix) Choose the smaller of the two subsets as the patch mpatch. 
(x) Paste mpatch to mcur to create mprop. 
 
The perturbed model realisation mprop is evaluated using the acceptance 
criterion in eq. (3) and is used to perform one step in the MCMC chain. Min-cut/max-
flow algorithms find the best possible update patch within the constraints given by s, t 
and the frames around δ. We have found that defining s and t as irregularly shaped 
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areas based on the difference image (step v above) provides fewer artifacts than 
assigning them randomly using a regular shape, such as a rectangle of a pre-defined 
size. The two frames around δ force the cut to form a closed path. Without the frame, 
the cuts tend to form paths that connect two points at the border of δ. This leads to 
excessively large model updates, which decreases the efficiency of the MCMC 
algorithm. 
 
3 TEST EXAMPLES 
Our new method has been tested on synthetic cross-hole ground penetrating radar 
(GPR) data using three different training images. Test cases I and II consider binary 
images with two facies of homogeneous GPR velocity (60 m/µs and 80 m/µs). Test 
case I (Fig. 3a) resembles river channels, while test case II, (Fig. 4a) resembles a 
system with sand lenses. Test case III (Fig. 5a) considers a continuous example in the 
form of a multi-Gaussian random field. 
 
3.1 Model setup 
The crosshole GPR method uses a transmitter antenna to emit a high-frequency 
electromagnetic wave in one borehole and a receiver antenna to record the arriving 
energy in another borehole [e.g., Peterson, 2001; Annan, 2005]). We consider first-
arrival travel times for various transmitter and receiver locations. These data provide 
constraints on the GPR velocity distribution between the boreholes. The GPR velocity 
is primarily a function of electric permittivity, which is strongly dependent on the 
water content and, hence, porosity in saturated media.  
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We consider two vertical boreholes that are located 5.0 m apart. Sources (left) 
and receivers (right) are placed between 0.5 and 10.5 m depth with 0.4 m spacing. 
Only source-receiver combinations with an angle of less than ±50° to the horizontal 
are considered [Peterson, 2001], leading to a total dataset of 566=N  travel times. 
Fig 3(a) shows the true GPR velocity field mtrue for test case I. Synthetic travel 
time data d, were simulated by solving the forward problem for mtrue and adding an 
error: 
d = g mtrue( )+ ε,  (4) 
where ε  represents independent random draws from a Gaussian distribution with 
mean µ=0 ns and a typical standard deviation σ=1 ns. The first-arrival travel times are 
computed using the Eikonal equation solver by Podvin and Lecomte [1991]. The data 
used for the other two test cases (Figs 4a and 5a) were generated in an analogous 
manner. Under the given Gaussian error model, the likelihood function is [Tarantola, 
2005]: 
L m( ) = 1
2πσ 2
!
"
#
$
%
&
N
exp − 12 d− g m( )( )
T Cd−1 d− g m( )( )( )()*
+
,-
 (5) 
with the data covariance matrix Cd being a diagonal matrix with entries σ 2. 
We use the model perturbation procedure described in section 2.3 within an 
extended Metropolis MCMC sampling scheme. A training image representing an area 
of 250 × 250 meters with a discretization of 0.1 m was used. We stress here that the 
reference field mref used to create the synthetic data is not part of the training image 
itself. The rather large size of the training image was chosen to avoid underestimating 
the variability of the prior. Fig. 3(b) displays a section of the training image that was 
used for test case I.  
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3.2 Results 
To visualize our prior, we run one initial chain of 100’000 steps in which we accept 
every mprop (see Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1995). Four random model realizations 
from p(m) are shown in Fig. 3(c), while Figs 3(d)-(e) show its mean mµ and standard 
deviation mσ. There are no obvious artifacts in these results that could be attributed to 
the graph cut algorithm and the prior model realizations look similar to random 
sections of the training image. The inferred values of mµ and mσ are close to the mean 
and standard deviation of the training image, respectively (see Table 1). Small-scale 
variations in mσ (see Fig. 3e) can be attributed to the finite size of the set of prior 
model realizations. 
To infer σ(m), we consider for each test example the results of five 
independent MCMC chains of one million steps. Four random model realisations 
from σ(m) are shown in Fig 3(f), while Figs 3(g)-(h) show its mean mµ and standard 
deviation mσ. The individual model realizations resemble mtrue (Fig. 3a) closely. The 
blurriness of mµ (Fig. 3g) is attributed to model uncertainty that is quantified by the 
standard deviation mσ (Fig. 3h). It is seen that the uncertainty is the highest around 
areas with sharp discontinuities. 
Figs 4 and 5 show corresponding results for test cases II and III, respectively. 
The results for test case I and II are fairly similar in nature. The continuous test case 
III shows more variability in the posterior model realizations compared to the other 
test cases (Fig. 5f). 
 
3.3 Convergence analysis 
A MCMC chain needs a burn-in time before it reaches regions of high posterior 
probability and starts to sample the posterior pdf. Accordingly, the model realisations 
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sampled during the burn-in phase are not considered part of the posterior pdf. Herein, 
we define the burn-in period as the steps preceeding the point where WRMSE ≤ 1 is 
reached for the first time. The weighted root mean square error (WRMSE) is a 
measure that is related to the logarithm of the likelihood function: 
WRMSE = 1N
di − gi m( )( )
2
σ 2i=1
N
∑ .       (6) 
  
This measure of data misfit is often used in classical deterministic inversions and a 
value of 1 indicates that the data residuals have similar magnitudes as the standard 
deviation of the data errors [e.g., Constable et al., 1987]. 
The WRMSE is shown for all five MCMC chains for each test case (Fig. 6a). 
The burn-in time is approximately 200’000 steps for test case I, 150’000 steps for test 
case II and only 5’000 steps for test case III. For reasons of simplicity and to be on the 
safe side, model realisations of the first 200’000 steps are not considered further for 
any of the  test cases.  
The mean of the autocorrelation coefficients (acf) provides a measure of the 
within-chain correlation after burn-in (Fig. 6b). A value of one indicates complete 
correlation and a value of zero none. As expected, the average correlation decreases 
with increasing lags of MCMC steps. The acceptance rate is on average 5 % for test 
case I, 3 % for test case II and 20 % for test case III. The distribution of the model 
fraction that is  in each model proposal step after burn-in is illustrated in Fig. 6(c). In 
particular for test case II, it regularly happens that there is only one connected 
component of the difference image. No graph cut is then possible and the model 
proposal is the complete patch of the training image (see step V in section 2.5). After 
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burn-in, it is most unlikely that such proposals with a model fraction of 1 will be 
accepted. 
The path taken to sample the posterior model realizations depends on the 
starting point. One common way to assess if the chains reach the same limiting 
distribution is to compare the outcome of several chains that start at different points in 
the model space. The potential scale reduction factor Rˆ  [Gelman and Rubin, 1992] 
does so by comparing the average within-chain variance with the variance of the 
within chain means for the second half of the chain. For each test case, we calculate 
Rˆ  values for all model parameters. Fig. 7 shows the corresponding  values for 5 
different chain lengths 2n from 2’000 steps to 1’000’000. As expected, the Rˆ  values 
decrease with the number of steps. The rate of the decrease differs significantly 
between parameters and test cases. Convergence of the MCMC chain is typical 
declared when Rˆ ≤1.2  for all individual pixels. When comparing the results for test 
case I (Fig. 7a) with mtrue (see Fig 3a), it can be noticed that values decrease slower 
around areas with sharp discontinuities. The same observation holds for test case II 
(Fig. 7b). Compared to Figs. 7(a)-(b), the Rˆ  values for test case III (Fig. 7c) generally 
decrease quicker. 
To quantify the similarity between prior realisations and the training image, we 
compare the experimental variograms of the training image with those of the sampled 
prior (Fig. 8a). We considered 100 random prior realizations and 100 sections of the 
training image. The results indicate that the average range and sill of the variograms 
are similar. This also holds for test cases II (Fig. 8b) and III (Fig. 8c). 
The experimental variograms of 100 randomly chosen posterior model 
realizations are now compared with the variogram of mtrue (Fig. 8d). The variability 
between the variograms is much smaller for the posterior samples than for the prior 
Rˆ
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samples (Fig. 8a). Similar results are obtained for test cases II (Fig. 8e) and III (Fig. 
8f). However, for test case III the semivariance is slightly underestimated up to a lag 
of 0.3 m, and slightly overestimated for larger lags when compared with the 
variogram of mtrue. 
 
3.4 Comparison with iterative spatial resampling 
For test case I, we now compare our results by replacing our model perturbation step 
with the one used in iterative spatial resampling (see section 2.2). Our tests on a 
standard personal computer without any parellization step indicate that model 
perturbation by the graph-cut-based method is about 38 times faster than with direct 
sampling (an average time of 0.0944 vs 3.5948 s per model proposal). A fourfold 
increase in the number of pixels lead to a 27% longer computational time for the 
graph cut, while the direct sampling algorithm needed 600% longer computational 
time. This suggests that the computational efficiency of the graph cut algorithm 
becomes even more pronounced in higher dimensions. The comparison was made 
with both perturbation methods implemented in Matlab, but with the core of the code 
(i.e., the min-cut/max-flow or the direct sampling algorithm) in optimized C. Due to 
the higher computational effort of direct sampling, we limited the MCMC chains to 
30’000 steps only. Fig. 9(a) compares the burn-in phase for both methods. 
Mariethoz et al. [2010a] showed that choosing an appropriate update size φ is 
important to reach the target misfit. In our examples we found that using a constant 
value of ϕ =10%   lead to the quickest convergence compared to other constant values. 
Nevertheless, convergence towards the target WRMSE was further improved by 
varying φ randomly between 0 and 20% according to a uniform distribution. The 
convergence of the WRMSE is slower with direct sampling than with graph cuts. This 
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indicates that a longer burn-in phase than 200’000 steps would be needed. For this 
example, it was impossible to sample meaningful posterior realizations using only 
30’000 steps. 
Increasing the data errors or using fewer data makes it much easier to reach the 
target misfit and fewer MCMC steps are needed for convergence. Ruggeri et al. 
(2015) present a detailed evaluation of these effects in the context of multi-Gaussian 
fields and crosshole GPR data; we refer the interested reader to this publication. To 
compare both methods within our computational budget, we repeated the inversion 
using N=29 travel times only (to do so we changed the source and receiver spacing 
from 0.4 to 2.0 m). For this case, the convergence is faster and the posterior 
uncertainty is larger. Fig. 9(b) is analogous to Fig. 9(a) for the sparse-data case. The 
burn-in phase decreased to less than 6’000 steps for the chains that use graph cuts or 
direct sampling with a randomly varying φ. Fig 10(a) shows four random posterior 
model realisations created with graph cuts, while Figs 10(b)-(c) show the 
corresponding mµ and mσ. Four randomly chosen posterior model realisations are 
shown in Fig. 10(d), while Figs 10(e)-(f) show the corresponding mµ and mσ. 
 
4 DISCUSSION  
While all test cases presented in this paper are 2-dimensional, nothing prevents 
extending the approach to 3D cases. The graph formulation remains identical 
regardless of the dimensionality of the images considered. This is a feature mentioned 
in the initial graph cuts paper [Kwatra et al., 2003] that demonstrates its application 
on video textures, which are 3D objects. Similarly, the connected components 
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analysis used to identify the terminals of the min-cut/max-flow problem can be 
carried out in any dimensionality. 
One limitation of the approach presented in this paper is the assumption that the 
simulated field is stationary. This is a consequence of the fact that the new patch is 
randomly selected from any location in the training image. In multiple-point 
geostatistics, several approaches have been developed to deal with non-stationary 
training images, which could potentially be adapted to the context of graph cuts 
inversion. In particular, the concept of using an auxiliary variable describing the non-
stationarity [Chugunova and Hu, 2008] could be used to guide the selection of new 
patches such that non-stationarity constraints are respected. 
When using the graph cuts approach, one needs to extract from the training 
image many different patches having the size of the modelled area. One requirement 
of the approach is therefore that the training image is much larger than the modelled 
domain. Using large training images is a general requirement of multiple-point 
geostatistics, to the point that Emery and Lantuéjoul [2014] argued that to present 
sufficient repetition, the training image should be impractically large. One alternative 
to using such large training images is to have a mechanism that enriches the generated 
models with new patterns that are not present in the original training image. This is 
achieved herein by cutting patches, since the cut can create new patterns that do not 
exist in the training image. In addition to relaxing the requirement for a large training 
image, the new patterns may also improve the sampling in a MCMC process by 
allowing a slight departure from the often too narrow pool of prior patterns present in 
the training image. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
We have introduced a new model proposal mechanism in MCMC inversion that 
is based on image synthesis with graph cuts, and we suggest that it opens up training 
image based inversion to areas where it has up to now been impractical. This is 
demonstrated by the presented test cases, in which graph-cut-based image synthesis is 
used as a proposal mechanism to constrain a solution space on the basis of a training 
image. By rearranging patches of a training image in new ways, realisations from a 
prior distribution can be more quickly generated than by using standard multiple-point 
statistics tools, such as direct sampling. The new proposal mechanism is much faster 
than classical multiple-point statistics resimulation methods, convergence is at least as 
fast and the quality of the sampled posterior model realizations is comparable. Our 
method is demonstrated for cross-hole GPR data but the general-purpose concept can 
be applied to a wide range of geophysical and other geoscientific (e.g., 
hydrogeological) data. Even if the test cases are somewhat simplistic, we find that the 
method is versatile as it works well for both continuous and discretely varying fields. 
Moreover, there are no free algorithmic parameters that must be tuned in the 
inversion. In future work we plan to test the graph cuts method on field data using 
more advanced training images. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of our model proposal mechanism based on graph 
cuts. (a) A patch of a current model realisation mcur is (b) replaced with a patch of a 
random section mti of the training image (TI) to form a model proposal mprop in an 
MCMC chain. Panels 1 to 3 illustrate how the size and form of the replaced patch is 
determined: (1) The difference image δ represents the absolute differences between 
mti and mcur (high differences are indicated in grey and zero differences are indicated 
by white). It is framed by a line of nodes with the minimum value of δ (white), 
followed by another frame of very high difference (dark grey). (2) Within δ, two 
terminals s and t are defined as randomly chosen areas of high difference of 
approximately the same size. (3) The piece to be replaced mpatch is given by the cut of 
minimum cost Cmin (indicated by a dashed red line) separating s and t. The capacity c 
of any cut is given as the sum of the differences of the nodes it is separating. The total 
cost Cmin is the sum of these capacities along the cut.  
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Figure 2. Illustration of the max-flow/min-cut theorem adapted after Dantzig and 
Fulkerson (2003). a) The image is considered as a network consisting of four pixels 
(nodes) δ that are connected by four edges e. b) Each edge has a capacity c. c) Some 
pixels are considered as source s or sink t. A flow through the network is envisioned. 
d) The maximal steady state flow is limited by bottlenecks in the system (indicated in 
red); the maximal flow is 3 as given by the sum of c1,3 and c2,4. This process can be 
understood in terms of the flow analogy: the lower left pixel will saturate at steady 
state (blue), while the pixels to the right of the bottlenecks (grey area) will not 
saturate as the water can quickly flow through this part of the system. e) The indicated 
cut separating the image into two disjoint subsets S (area highlighted in blue) and T 
(area highlighted in green) is a set of edges [e1,3, e2,4]. The cost of the cut is C =c1,3+ 
c2,4 = 2+1 = 3, equal to the maximal flow from source s to sink t. 
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Figure 3. Test case I with channel-like structures. a) True velocity field mref, b) 
section of the training image (the size of the entire training image is 250 × 250 m), c) 
prior model realisations, d) mean of prior model realisations, e) standard deviation of 
prior model realisations, e) posterior model realisations, f) mean of posterior model 
realisations, g) standard deviation of posterior model realisations. 
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Figure 4. Test case II with lens-like structures. a) True velocity field mref, b) section 
of the training image (the size of the entire training image is 250 × 250 m), c) prior 
model realisations, d) mean of prior model realisations, e) standard deviation of prior 
model realisations, e) posterior model realisations, f) mean of posterior model 
realisations, g) standard deviation of posterior model realisations. 
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Figure 5. Test case III with a multi-Gaussian field. a) True velocity field mref, b) 
section of the training image (the size of the entire training image is 250 × 250 m), c) 
prior model realisations, d) mean of prior model realisations, e) standard deviation of 
prior model realisations, e) posterior model realisations, f) mean of posterior model 
realisations, g) standard deviation of posterior model realisations. 
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Figure 6. a) Data misfit (WRMSE) of model realisations in the MCMC chains, b) 
mean of the auto-correlation coefficients in the MCMC chains as a function of lag of 
MCMC steps, c) distribution of the updated model fraction in the model proposals 
(l.t.r.: test case I, test case II, test case III). 
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Figure 7. A potential scale reduction factor Rˆ ≤1.2  indicates that the different chains 
have reached the same limiting distribution. a) Test case I, b) test case II c) test case 
III. 2n is the length of the MCMC chains. 
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Figure 8. a-c) Comparison between the experimental variogram of the training image 
and the prior realisations for test cases I, II and III, respectively. d-f) Comparison 
between the experimental variogram of the true model mref and the posterior 
realisations for test cases I, II and III, respectively. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of the burn in phase using model proposals based on graph cuts 
(our method) and direct sampling. a) Inversion of extensive data N=566, b) inversion 
of sparse data N=29. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of posterior model realisations created by image synthesis 
with (a-c) graph cuts and (d-f) direct sampling using sparse data. a) posterior model 
realisations created by image synthesis, b) mean and c) standard deviation of posterior 
model realisations created by image synthesis, d) posterior model realisations created 
by direct sampling, e) mean and f) standard deviation of posterior model realisations 
created by direct sampling. 
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Table 1. Mean and variance of pixel values of training images. 
 
Training image Mean of pixel values Variance of pixel values 
Test case I 74.8 m/μs  8.8 m/μs 
Test case II 71.5 m/μs 9.9 m/μs 
Test case III 70.0 m/μs 4.0 m/μs 
 
 
 
